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An out of control government is certain destruction for any nation. Repairing the 

system before it fails, is the only way to avoid calamity. 
 

Our nation is represented in Congress by one in every 35,000 citizens. But this 
system allows overpopulated areas to govern the sparse areas. The distortions enslave the 
rest of the nation, to provide “welfare” at their bidding, to fund their wasteful notions. 
This is not the same welfare as was sought in our Constitution; that welfare denoted a 
healthy and safe commerce system. 
 

The fault is fixable, if we institute a similar arrangement of what the original 
Constitution, the Articles of Confederation, had defined as our original state 
representation. 
 

Representation According to Articles of Confederation 
Excerpt of Article V 

No State shall be represented in Congress by less than two, nor more than seven 
members; and no person shall be capable of being a delegate for more than three years 
in any term of six years; nor shall any person, being a delegate, be capable of holding 
any office under the United States, for which he, or another for his benefit, receives any 
salary, fees or emolument of any kind. 
Each State shall maintain its own delegates in a meeting of the States, and while they act 
as members of the committee of the States. 
In determining questions in the United States in Congress assembled, each State shall 
have one vote. 
 
Let’s break that section of Article V down to our current applications. 
 
No State shall be represented in Congress by less than two, nor more than seven 
members;  
Bravo! A single state should not have overwhelming vote over others. Currently it takes 
ten of the plains states to override a California decision, and these areas are drastically 
different in needs and political views. It should also be noted that the state that is in 
political disarray, is imposing its policies on those that have order. 
 
and no person shall be capable of being a delegate for more than three years in any term 
of six years; 
Obviously, the founders did not want seniority to drive decisions. We currently have two 
and four year terms, but no limit to the career of a delegate. Our generations have never 
experienced non senior representatives, but limiting consecutive terms may have great 
advantages. For currently, all bills are filtered through exclusive senior committees.  

The way this passage was written, the individual state defined the delegate’s term, 
and could essentially provide a different delegate for each debate, if they desired. They 
were only limited on seniority and the number of representatives. This arrangement could 



provide experts for each topic, assigned by the state representatives instead of the 
lobbyists. But there should be tight restrictions on acceptable delegate behavior and 
allegiance to the Constitution. 
 
nor shall any person, being a delegate, be capable of holding any office under the United 
States, for which he, or another for his benefit, receives any salary, fees or emolument of 
any kind. 
The essence of graft and corruption! It is strange that a politician, with no previous work 
history, usually become very wealthy within a very short time. Speeches and books are 
popular ways of getting instant cash for an officer, and this is not allowed. There are too 
many ways to hide corruption when the whole environment is swarming with greed. That 
is why the founders made the next statement. 
 
Each State shall maintain its own delegates in a meeting of the States, and while they act 
as members of the committee of the States. In determining questions in the United States 
in Congress assembled, each State shall have one vote. 
No more voting for their own raises and unrestricted perks! All their income and 
expenses would be directly controlled by their own state. You might get a well organized 
representation, if the delegate has closer ties to the state.   
 Imagine if each state held land near the Capitol, which acted as an Embassy for 
the state. The interaction and quarters of the delegates would be in a state owned facility, 
except when meeting in Congress. Each state would maintain their facility, and the 
control of their territory. The delegates would convene together representing their state 
appeals within their Embassy associations, and this would reduce rogue representatives, 
as they would need to persuade their home state delegates before submitting items to the 
Congress of all states. Submissions to the Congress could be limited to a whole state 
agreement, instead of individual requests, but still allow individual speakers. Then only 
one vote per state, removes the burden of slavery from the sparsely populated states. 
 
There are several other items in the Articles of Confederation, which would improve and 
repair our current mob-representation system. 
 

Other Observations to Fix 
Our current Constitution defines only two items as treason: 

1-Failure to protect the borders, or inhibiting a state from protecting its borders from an 
invasion. (This statement includes illegal aliens as well as military invasions) 
2-Providing aid and support to an enemy of a state. (Modern weapons given to Egypt) 
 Our President B.O. and his staff are guilty, on both of these items, and they boldly 
support anyone that applies aid to this end. Any one of these offences are valid 
impeachable items, and failure to impeach, is submission to the offender. 
 Impeachment is not a tedious court trial, like was done for Clinton. Each offence 
is a House Representative vote, and three fourths vote decides on removal from office, 
from any office. If ten articles of impeachment were brought to vote, there should be ten 
votes. We are not trying to save face of the officer; we are trying to establish a non 
chaotic government. This is the method that our current Constitution has established.  
 



 
Required Budget Changes 

No Administration should be allowed to spend more in their budget term, than 
their predicted income over their expected term period, in order to remove irresponsible 
burdens on future administrations. 
  If a debt occurs in the final term year, or at the beginning of a term, then 20 
percent of the budget should be applied to removing the debt. If a budget is not created at 
the beginning of a term year, then the budget shall stand at 80 percent of the average 
predicted income, and proportioned for 12 months. 

Budget overruns may be deferred in time of war in which we or our allies are 
directly attacked, but an undeclared war will not apply. 

No gifts or aid will be given to any nation, which does not support our nation, and 
our constitution, and our historically allied nations. 

Any allied nation must allow safe diplomatic passage of our citizens and our 
military, yet our citizens and military shall be under the rules of that nation, as applied to 
their own citizens. 

No military aid or training is allowed to any nation that is not an ally with a 
history of supporting our constitution through at least two of our consecutive 
administrations, and allowing safe passage of our citizens and military. Foreign aid and 
training restrictions shall include private education and military training within the 
United States. 

No national budget shall be allowed to burden the citizens beyond 10 percent of 
their income. The current excesses in our government demand a higher rate, but each 
administration must reduce the current tax rate with reasonable diligence, to reach the 
rate of 10 percent or less for each citizen. 

All social agendas shall be the sole burden of each individual state. Each state 
shall define and support their own education and welfare, and not be forced to conform to 
any national system that they deem immoral or objectionable. 

No state shall be force to immigrate foreigners. Any state may define and enforce 
limits to foreign immigrations or migrations from other states, but may not expel their 
occupant citizens that are not foreigners. 

 
 Any public officer that is suspect of circumventing these restrictions on budgets, 
and foreign aid, or other offences shall immediately be suppressed from public decisions. 
If evading of restrictions is proven; the officer shall be removed from office. The 
accusers shall also be removed from public decisions until a judgment is determined. The 
actions taken in suspicion shall not be designed to protect the officer, but solely to protect 
our nation. The affected states may supply temporary delegates during the investigations. 
 

Taxes 
Taxes should be equal to all, and not favoring any individual or corporation. 

There should be no tax of any sort, for inheritance or possessions or gifts within a 
generational related family, unless it is deemed a payment of employment, and therefore 
an income. Personal loans and repayment without added interest, within a generational 
related family may not be taxed. 



Charities from active membership that fulfill written requirements, and are either 
biblical or constitutionally based, may exclude the charity organization from income tax, 
except when items are sold.  

There should be no tax deduction or offset of any individual’s income for any 
freewill offerings. 
 

Human Rights 
Any citizen or private enterprise has the right to select or exclude any manner of 

person from their home, employment, or business. The government must exclude any 
citizen or foreigner from employment or services if deemed a detriment to the national 
moral character of a biblically based society. 
 A non-citizen does not have rights to the public or national courts, unless the 
appeal is defined in international agreements. 
 A foreign illegal entry to this nation will be removed to country of entry without 
delay and without appeal, except when criminal charges apply. The illegal foreign 
criminals shall be treated as foes of war, with a military trial. A birth within the states, by 
any foreigner, is not a naturalized citizen, and will be documented as a foreigner. 
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